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Abstract

A slot line terminated by the short and open end is analysed by the spectral domain method (SDM). The original
process of Yang and Alexopoulos is m a e d by application of the piecewise sinusoidal functions only. Reflection
coefficient is obtained by fitting the field along the slot described by a superposition of these functions to the
standing wave pattern by the least squares method. Closed form formulae of the normalized impedance of the slot
line terminated by the short have arisen from fitting its values computed by the SDM. They facilitate CAD of
circuits. Full wave analysis of the open-circuited slot line is performed. Agreement between theory and experiment
and between our results and data published in the literature is very good.
11. INTRODUCTION
Importance of uniplanar structures in MIC is widely known. Their main representatives are slot line, coplanar
waveguide, coplanar strips and a series of discontinuities made of slots of various shapes inclusive of slot line
stubs. Stubs terminate either by a short or by an open end. Open-circuited slot line termination can be made like
rectangular, circular or fan patch etched in the metallization. In fact, both short- and open-end terminations are
nonideal. Short-end has non-zero complex impedance and open-end has it finite, again complex. Proper end
impedance should be accounted in the precise circuit design.
The slot line short uas analysed in [ 11, [2] and [ 3 ] . Yang and Alexopoulos [ 11described field in the plane of a slot
by piecewise sinusoidal functions (PWSF) together with incident and reflected waves. Reflection Coefficient, as an
additional quantity, is found then strightforward from a set of linear equations written for amplitudes of the
PWSF's. Rozzi et al [Z] sampled incident and reflected waves by PWSF's only. Short- and open-circuited slot lines
w r e analysed by FD-TD method in [ 3 ] .Data in [ 3 ] are presented in the very wide frequency range. However, no
evidence is given whether leaky waves are accounted. Measured data concerning short- and open-circuited slot
line are in [43and [Sq.
Results presented in this paper have arisen by the SDM [ 11. The field along the slot is described by PWSF's only.
Alternative and original determination of the reflection coefficient is proposed. Computed data are comparable
wll with those ones given in the literature [l], [ 2 ] , [ 5 ] and have been venfied experimentally.
An exact model of the short-circuited slot line based on SDM is not suitable for insertion into CAD packages. For
this purpose closed-form formulae have been derived fitting the computed normalized terminal impedance by the
least squares method.
Normalized terminal impedance of the open-circuited slot line with rectangular slot-patch calculated by the SDM
is presented. Theoretical values of the reflection coefficient have been verified by measurement.
2. APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
Two investigated uniplanar slot structures are in Fig. 1. In a full wave analysis of the short- and open-circuited slot
line the w l l known spectral domain method, described e.g. in [ 11, was used. Relations b e m e n current densities
Jx, J, and electric fields E,, E, follow from the boundary conditions in the plane of the metallization. After their 2D
transformation into the spectral domain
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where G are transforms of proper Green's functions. A couple of integral equations for unknown field dmributions
E,(x,y), E,(x,y) follows from the requirement set on the current densities Jx, J, within the area without the
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metallization

These equations are solved ;by the Galerkin's method in the spectral domain.
A sum of the PWSF's

gives the transversal electric field E, in the slot while the longitudinal component E, is neglected there. In (4) n is
an integer numbering the functions, d is the half-length of the PWSF and k, =k,
as in [l]. For the
open-circuited slot line both E, and E, have to be used within the area of the etched patch, Fig. lb. They are
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and hold on rectangular cells covering the patch, positions of these cells spec@ i,,,i,. As in (4) integers n and m
number the PWSF's, 4, and 4. are respective half-lengths of the PWSF's. However, again PWS17's (4) describe the
field in the slot. Final set of equations is
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where 4, ky are spectral viuiables, F, , F,
are Fourier transforms of PWSF's for E,, E, fields, respectively.
Eqns (7), (8) have to be solved for unknown amplitudes of the PWSF's. PWSF (4) most distant from the slot end
is a source and its magnitude equals 1. On the slot line a respective part of these PWSF's model resulting field like
a standmg wave pattern. TO get the complex reflection coefficient r tlus pattern is fitted by the least squares
method to the function

where k, is a propagation constant of the bound w v e transmitted by the slot line [6] and A is its amplitude. Ex in
(9) is a linear function of A and r. Consequently, optimal r and A giving a least squares discrepancy between (9)
and the calculated standmg wave pattern can be found analytically. So that the reflection coefficient is

where E, are calculated values of the field along the slot sampled at points yi, number of which is P.
3. DISCUSSION OF

The short/open-circuited slot line is characterized most conveniently by a terminal i m p ce at the point where
the short/open end is positioned. In adition, the impedance is normalized to the slot line chxacteristic impedance
calculated accordmg to the power-voltage definition. Characteristic impedance of a few slot lines cfiscussed below
is drawn in Fig.2.
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3.1 Short-circuited slot line

Calculated normalized terminal impedance of the short-circuited slot line is plotted in Fig.3. Calculated
normalized terminal resistance and reactance of the short-circuited slot line in the span of width from 0.1 to 3.25
nim on the substrate thick h with permittivity 11 and WX, in the range from 0.00425 to 0.0845 are given in
Fig.4. For the slot width 1.25 mm measured and calculated reflection losses are in Fig.5 and agree fairly well. The
difference about 1.5 dB betwen smooth calculated and rippled measured behaviour are due to an experimental
configuration. This includes transitions from the waveguide to the finline, forth to the tapered slot succeeded by
the measured short-circuited slot line 1.25 mm wide. Fig.6 shows comparison of data obtained by the present
method with those published in [l], previously in [5] and recently in [2]. A good agreement is evident. As to
5 from app. 28 GHz
values shown in [ 3 ] : leaky waves are excited by the slot line (~,=9.8,h=1.5 mm, ~ 0 . 7 mm)
upward as follows from calculations accordmg to [6].Above this frequency the slot line does not transmit bound
w v e and consequently definition of the terminal impedance is sensless.
A model of the short-circuited slot line based on SDM is quite inconvenient for implementation into C A D
packages. For such case closed-form formulae (11)-(25) come in handy. Terminal impedance Z=R+jX of the
short-circuited slot line normalizzd to the characteristic impedance of the line is
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where w is a width of the slot and h is a thickness of the substrate. Eqns (1 1) - (25) hold for
f € (1, 18) GHz, &,=I 1 anduere testedfor h=0.635 and 1.270 mm.
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(0.1, 3.0) mm,

3.2 Open-circuited slot line

n-circuited slot lines terminated by
and the latter 4.0x3.6 mm large. B
with an abrupt step in the: slot width ter
slot line enters into the patch. Calculated normalized te
by these t v a patches is in Fig.7. Its values r
Fig.8 The discrepancy between calculated
above. If this difference is omitted both
is evident in Fig.7.

n investigated. Tlhe former is 3.2xO.6
In fact, the smalller one is a slot line
reference plane is at point where the
he open-circuited slot line terminated
are compared with measured ones in
the same reason already mentioned
of both terminations, similar to [4],

A slat line terminated by the s
the SDM. The original calculation of the
coefficient has been obtained faster by fitting the field
reflection coefficient in 111 was
of the PWSF's, to the standing wave pattern. Closed-form
distribution along the slot, descri
ited slot line on the substrate with permittivity 11 are
fdarnaulae of the normalized
resented. They result from
by the SDM and facilitate much the CAD programs.
i t eline
d with the termination in the forrn of the rectangular
Normalized terminal impedance of the o ~ ~ - c i ~ c ~slot
patch was calculated by the SDM. Theoretical data for b t h short- and open-circuited terrnination have been
verified experimentally with good agreement.
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Fig.8 Return losses of the open-circuit& slot line
a - rectangular patch 3.2x0.6 mm
b - rectangular patch 4.Ox3.6 mm
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